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HEARTS ABOUND LINZER COOKIES & POPS
SUPPLIES & TOOLS:
• Wilton foodcrafting supplies:
   Linzer Sandwich Cookies Recipe 
     (available on Heart Linzer Cutter Set package)
   Roll-Out Cookies Recipe  
   12" Rolling Pin 
   Heart Linzer Cutter Set 
   Heart Comfort-Grip Cutter
   16"x14" Cookie Sheet 
   10"x16" Non-Stick Cooling Grid 
   9" Angled Spatula 
   Piping Gel

Skill Level 2: Some experience necessary Approx. Crafting Time: 2-3 hours 

Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. 
Provide adult supervision if children participate in this project.  

Created by Wilton Industries, Inc.

Wilton, the Wilton logo and Candy Melts are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Wilton Industries, Inc. in the United States and/or 
other countries. ©2012 Wilton Industries, Inc. All rights reserved. 

DIRECTIONS:
1. Prepare both cookie doughs and roll out to 1/8" thick. Using linzer cutter set and linzer dough, cut one solid heart cookie and 

one with center cut out. For cookie pops, cut roll-out dough with Comfort-Grip cutter. Bake and cool cookies completely.
2. Make linzer sandwich cookies. Spread jam on solid heart cookie with spatula. Sandwich with cutout cookie. Brush edge of linzer 

sandwich cookie with piping gel; roll in nonpareils. Melt pink Candy Melts candy according to package directions. Using tip 3, 
a cut disposable decorating bag and melted pink Candy Melts candy, pipe bead, heart, dots or outline designs. Allow to cool in 
refrigerator until set. Place some in box; reserve others for cookie pops.

3. Make cookie pops. Brush top of heart cookie with piping gel. Sprinkle with pink sugar. Attach lollipop stick to back of heart cookie 
using melted pink Candy Melts candy. Let set. Attach linzer sandwich cookie to heart using tip 3, a cut disposable decorating bag 
and melted pink Candy Melts candy. Allow to cool in refrigerator until set. Personalize by tying ribbon around lollipop stick.

   Brush Set 
   Valentine Nonpareils 
   Pink Candy Melts Candy 
   Cake Decorating Tip 3 
   12" Disposable Decorating Bags 
   Valentine Cookie Box 
   Pink Colored Sugar 
   11¾" Lollipop Sticks
• Seedless strawberry jam 
• Light pink ribbon (1/8" thick x 10" long per pop)

SWEET MESSAGES COOKIE STICKS
SUPPLIES & TOOLS:
• Wilton foodcrafting supplies:
   Cookie Sticks Recipe (available on cookie stick pan) 
   8-Cavity Valentine Cookie Sticks Pan 
   10"x16" Non-Stick Cooling Grid 
   Candy Melts Candy: Light Cocoa, Red and Pink
   9" Angled Spatula
DIRECTIONS:
1. Prepare dough and press into pan. Bake and cool cookie sticks completely. Level bottom of cookie sticks with knife so they sit flat. 
2. Melt Candy Melts candy according to package directions. Spread melted light cocoa Candy Melts candy on bottom of cookie stick 

with spatula. Let set for 1 minute; sprinkle with nonpareils. Allow to cool in refrigerator until set.  
3. Using melted red, light cocoa and pink Candy Melts candy, tip 3 and cut disposable decorating bags, decorate top of cookie stick 

with letters, designs or fill-in hearts. Allow to cool in refrigerator until set. 

   Valentine Nonpareils 
   Cake Decorating Tip 3 
   12" Disposable Decorating Bags
• Knife
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